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Capacity Building in Gender & Social Inclusion MCH-STAR Initiative

MCH-STAR’s Gender and Social Inclusion (GSI) capacity-building work promotes the notion that programs can be more successful; research more accurate; and health resources, service delivery and institutions themselves, more equitable, when social inclusion principles and techniques are better understood and incorporated by institutions. GSI can be a real solution for many of the problems that India faces in providing health services for its entire people. It represents an approach to improved health delivery that is consistent with the Global Health Initiative (GHI) in that it “seeks to achieve significant health improvements and foster sustainable effective, efficient and country-led public health programs that deliver essential health care.” Public health institutions taking up this approach can be in the vanguard for positive change.

MCH-STAR’s experience with the “embedded consultant” approach can be further developed as a model for meaningful support of a host of public health and development issues. The access and trust that evolved between expert, indigenous consultants and the staff of the SSIs point the way toward more successful capacity-building approaches. Time is required for institutions to build trust between one another and plan the capacity building through a consultative, and for participants to internalize what they’ve learned and apply it in a supported environment. Second, learning is institutionalized only when senior staff trust, participate and invest in the capacity-building approach.

MCH-STAR’s partners are poised to take the mantle of leadership for incorporating a GSI lens into public health work. However champions from philanthropies and public institutions that support civil society organizations working in India must place value on gender and social inclusion in order for these organizations to develop a GSI work culture. Public health champions at the Child in Need Institute, Public Health Foundation of India/Indian Institutes of Public Health, and the Population Foundation of India may not be able to sustain GSI considerations and practices if there is no encouragement from donors to support it. The time has come for government and donors to respond to the needs of the most vulnerable, marginalized women and populations, by utilizing this approach to ensure equity in health care and beyond.
Executive Summary

INTRODUCTION

The Maternal and Child Health Sustainable Technical Assistance (MCH-STAR) Initiative was designed to build the capacity and provide technical assistance to Star-Supported Institutions (SSIs). This improved capacity would increase SSIs’ effectiveness in impacting maternal, neonatal, child health and nutrition (MNCHN) policies, services and outcomes through health programs such as the National Rural Health Mission (NRHM).

The 2010 MCH-STAR Mid-Term Review found a lack of attention to gender and social equity within the SSIs’ MCH-STAR activities, as well as a need to engage indigenous expertise in capacity building. In response, from October 2010 – September 2011, MCH-STAR introduced a tailored gender and social inclusion (GSI) capacity building (CB) initiative in the Child in Need Institute (CINI), Public Health Foundation of India (PHFI)/Indian Institutes of Public Health (IIPH), and the Population Foundation of India (PFI). The initiative’s goal was to increase consideration of gender and equity issues within each SSI, thus increasing the overall impact of MCH-STAR on MNCHN program outcomes.

PROCESS

GSI Strategy

With extensive experience in gender and social participation issues, CEDPA was uniquely positioned among the MCH-STAR consortium partners to address GSI within the SSIs. CEDPA developed and implemented the GSI Strategy by:

- providing the GSI framework to MCH-STAR
- presenting the global and local contexts and imperatives for GSI work
- offering technical assistance in GSI application
- selecting and supporting the local consultant GSI Experts
- developing the tools for implementation and adaptation across the spectrum of SSI programming

Indigenous experts were embedded within the SSI and served as dedicated resources to SSI staff. They guided organizations to adopt methods to ensure that specific needs of particular populations — socially and economically vulnerable groups — were integrated from the design phase, through to evaluation, in research, technical assistance, and policy and advocacy activities, as well as in the organizations’ human resource policies. The diversity of the SSIs meant that a diverse set of approaches was required to meet the technical and topical needs of each.

GSI Orientation workshops

MCH-STAR’s “embedded capacity building” approach pivoted on the two local experts in GSI engaging all levels of staff at CINI West Bengal, CINI Jharkhand, PHFI/IIPH, and PFI in separate workshops, led by one expert facilitator at a time, or sometimes both. Objectives for the orientation workshops included:

- Present to SSIs an introduction to MCH-STAR’s technical tools and GSI principles
- Convey the overlapping dimensions and multi-sectoral relevance of a GSI Framework
- Promote the incorporation of GSI awareness and approaches into research, advocacy efforts, proposal

...
Illustrate the importance of integrating GSI into development programs and operations, especially MNCHN programs, policies, and service delivery

SSIs chose who from their organization participated. None of the SSIs wanted a full-time GSI Expert, so according to MOUs with each organization, consultants were available up to 50% time. In reality, they worked more than 50% some months.

Implementation in each SSI

1. CINI

CINI was the SSI most receptive to the GSI strategy. Though CINI has years of experience in addressing issues of the poorest and most socially-excluded communities, the GSI baseline assessment showed that as an organization they did not have a structural understanding nor policy integration of GSI. According to the embedded consultant, “While they want their projects to be ‘women friendly’, they do not address the more deeply-rooted gender and social exclusion norms.” Baseline assessment results revealed a high level of need and demand for technical assistance in GSI. The GSI Expert used the assessment results to customize workshops and tailor tools and technical assistance (TA) for specific guidance to CINI. While CINI required a fair degree of support, they genuinely desired the knowledge and tools of the GSI approach, as they came to understand its utility and potential impact. Both Jharkhand and West Bengal teams selected members for a GSI Committee that received additional support and became an internal resource for GSI issues and queries within CINI. CINI senior management also participated in an organizational policy review.

From June to November 2011, CINI received intensive GSI support including:

- seven training workshops, from orientation to GSI concepts and theory,
- introduction to toolkits for proposal writing, research, and advocacy, and
- mentoring and coaching in application of the tools.

A major achievement was CINI Jharkhand’s successful bid to conduct a baseline study on how gender relates to deprivation in Bihar, supported by Save the Children. They were able to develop gender socially sensitive survey instruments with support of the GSI Expert and implemented the study on their own. With the GSI Expert’s assistance, CINI’s organizational policies were examined and a “Gender Policy” is under review and a “Sexual Harassment in the Workplace” policy underway.

2. PHFI/IIPH

In contrast to CINI, PHFI’s senior leadership was only somewhat interested, and refused to have a baseline assessment activity conducted by MCH-STAR. This is perhaps due to PHFI’s own assessment of itself as a leading research organization already on par with international standards. PHFI also had a loose managerial structure, and a competitive rather than cooperative work culture, that often resulted in resistance to capacity building efforts. The sensitivity to conducting an assessment on such touchy issues as GSI is understandable, but made it difficult to fulfill USAID’s request for data to document and substantiate the validity of the GSI approach. The Expert Consultant assigned to PHFI (MJ) did try to capture some knowledge and attitude changes through pre/post-testing of the various workshops held at PHFI and their affiliate body IIPH, but because participation was sporadic, with participants leaving prior to completion or very few participants at all, it was difficult to assess PHFI’s GSI capacity.
PHFI and IIPH had five orientation and tool workshops. While those who participated fully were enthusiastic, greater representation from PHFI staff and IIPH faculty members would have created more buy-in for the GSI strategy. “From the nature of the participation and comments...most staff understood GSI as only gender. As we moved from one exercise to another, other facets of social exclusion and the concept of multiple exclusions became clearer for them.”

Candidates in the IIHP Post-Graduate Diploma in Public Health Management need to gain conceptual clarity on gender, sexuality and promotion of women’s agency, as well as that of socially excluded or marginalized groups, in order to understand how these factors create barriers to access and reduce the quality of health services. PHFI/IIPH requested MCH-STAR to develop a new module using the GSI framework for a course that is part of the Diploma. Collaborating with PHFI/IIPH, the GSI Expert developed the basic module structure that uses GSI analysis, strengthens understanding of issues and provides strategies for implementation. The module could also be adapted for other workshops and sessions that PHFI/IIPH faculty and staff/partner institutes may like to conduct. Field-testing was conducted in the first quarter of 2012. PHFI staff members expressed an interest in organizing a formal Gender Committee within the organization.

3. PFI

Though PFI staff was originally oriented to the GSI Strategy, theory and concepts in July 2011, MCH-STAR only entered into a MOU with PFI for GSI capacity building in early December 2011. Delays were due in part to internal restructuring around the change of leadership at PFI. There was also some mistrust and disbelief that MCH-STAR would be offering this kind of intensive, hands-on mentoring and TA at no cost to PFI, as well as resistance (similar to PHFI’s) in thinking of PFI as already at international standards in gender and equity issues. Once the leadership and staff were fully informed, PFI embraced the GSI capacity building opportunity.

The PFI GSI committee was selected with a commitment to carry forward the initiative after the MCH-STAR capacity building support ends. PFI sought to have representation from all units, but some, like the Health of Urban Poor Project, were too busy to attend more than one meeting. Also the composition kept changing, thereby making it necessary to have multiple orientations.

ENDLINE ASSESSMENT

In addition to documenting the above organizational changes, MCH-STAR conducted an endline assessment of the CB initiative by interviewing 30 participants from cross the three organizations. In assessing the initiative from the SSI participants’ perspectives, MCH-STAR sought to learn about tools, skills and knowledge acquired through the GSI capacity building, as well as participants’ personal assessments of the strengths and weaknesses of the GSI CB in general, and embedded consultant approach in particular (in relation to other CB approaches).

Participants interviewed were overwhelmingly positive in describing their experiences with the GSI CB. While most were able to identify specific shortcomings and offer suggestions for improvement, they generally described the GSI content and process in glowing terms, and expressed regret that it had not lasted longer or that they and other colleagues had not been able to participate more. Participants identified knowledge about GSI mainstreaming and how to apply GSI concepts to particular programs or policies, and the tools introduced as the most useful elements of the CB.

Most participants had some previous experience in participatory workshops and working with a technical advisor, but it seems that the combination of methods used and the duration of the initiative was particularly
well suited to reinforcing and mainstreaming a potentially sensitive yet critical area such as GSI. As one participant said, “GSI is something that takes time – it is not a switch that you can turn on or off.” While most participants had at least some prior familiarity with GSI, they appreciated the degree of involvement that they as individuals and as an organization had in this initiative.

The primary complaint about the initiative was that it did not last long enough, and the second was that it did not include enough people. This indicates that there is a demand for GSI CB and that the participants valued the experience.

LESSONS LEARNED

Through this process, MCH-STAR and its partner SSIs learned that addressing gender and social exclusion together not only broadens the reach and improves outcomes, but also reduces the backlash that gender interpreted as “for women only” often produces. The opportunity to examine one’s own beliefs and practices in this context can lead to individual and organizational change toward more equitable practices and policies. There were challenges, especially in getting the buy in from leadership, but overall, the approach appears to have been successful. Through the new model for capacity building, providing an “embedded” indigenous expert, tailored tools and a mix of workshop and mentoring, MCH-STAR hopes to demonstrate an approach consistent with country ownership, efficiency and effectiveness that could be applied in other contexts within India.
1. Overview of Institutional Capacity and Outreach Gaps

Increasing access to health services and improving health outcomes for women and people from marginalized communities, particularly in a setting of acute discrimination, poverty and social inequity, has been a challenge for government, public health experts, researchers and advocates in India. The Maternal and Child Health Sustainable Technical Assistance (MCH-STAR) Initiative is designed to improve policies, program approaches and resources in maternal, neonatal, child health and nutrition (MNCHN) in India. The project has focused on capacity building and technical assistance to Star-Supported Institutions (SSIs) to increase their effectiveness in impacting MNCHN policies, services and outcomes through health programs, such as the National Rural Health Mission (NRHM).

A Mid-Term Review (MTR) of the project in May 2010 found inadequate attention had been paid to gender and social equity within the SSIs’ MCH-STAR activities. The MTR also noted a need to engage indigenous expertise in capacity building. MCH-STAR re-strategized how to support SSIs and developed an approach to meet the specific needs of each SSI, while ensuring a continuum of skill building and skill utilization. In response, from October 2010 – September 2011, MCH-STAR introduced a tailored gender and social inclusion (GSI) capacity building (CB) initiative in the Child in Need Institute (CINI), Public Health Foundation of India (PHFI)/Indian Institutes of Public Health (IIPH), and the Population Foundation of India (PFI). The initiative’s goal was to increase consideration of gender and equity issues within each SSI, thus increasing the overall impact of MCH-STAR on MNCHN program outcomes.

2. Gender and Social Inclusion (GSI) Strategy

Under the targeted rubric of Gender and Social Inclusion, MCH-STAR has taken a path of inclusive and effective outreach to SSIs and their stakeholders through local experts, tailored workshops, user-friendly tools and approachable technical assistance for implementing GSI principles.

By combining strategies of gender and social inclusion, organizations increase the efficiency of project development and effectiveness of applying new tools. To ensure that gender and social inclusion remain core focus areas for health development, practitioners, organizations and institutions have been guided to adopt methods to ensure that the specific needs and interests of particular populations -- such as socially and economically vulnerable groups -- are considered and integrated from the design phase through to evaluation. Keeping the focus on this set of core equity issues illuminates two goals of the GSI approach:

1) helping to create support for a rights-based approach to health, especially among marginalized communities; and

---

1 MCH-STAR consortium partners, Cardno Emerging Markets USA, Ltd. (Cardno), Boston University (BU) and the Centre for Development and Population Activities (CEDPA) provide complimentary expertise in capacity building, institutional strengthening, research and evaluation, and moving research results into a policy and advocacy framework for action based on standards of evidence.
2) helping to minimize potential backlash from traditional sectors and communities objecting to projects perceived to benefit only women or minority groups.

**Gender** refers to relations between men and women, based on their relative roles. It encompasses the economic, political, social, and cultural factors associated with being male or female in a given society. Men and women face different constraints and opportunities in all aspects of life, based on gender roles which can change across time and cultures.²

**Social inclusion** is an important first step towards social change; it is a process and an objective. Inclusion seeks to achieve balance, fairness, representation and diversity among all people regardless of ethnicity, race, religion, sexual orientation, caste, descent, gender, age, disability, HIV/health status, economic status, migrant status or where they live. This requires changes in social and economic structures that have privileged some individuals and groups to the exclusion and marginalization of others. Not only is the goal to bring out the voices, needs and interests of those marginalized; it is also to investigate the power dynamics between and among men and women, and between and within dominant and marginalized groups.³

MCH-STAR and its partner SSIs have made great strides with the GSI approach, tools and technical assistance. This report shares examples of changes, including

- stimulated interest in and guidance on gender budgeting;
- the formation of Gender Committees by staff within SSIs;
- a successful bid for a role in a study of the gendered patterns of inequality and deprivation with children of highly vulnerable households; and
- an internal probe into one SSI’s own organizational policies and structural biases.

Overall, the GSI strategy was implemented with an innovative capacity-building approach - the creation of a dedicated resource available to SSIs (a local expert) who offered a continuum of engagement with a particular SSI over several months. This ranged from “on-call” support housed at MCH-STAR, to local coaching and building capacity on issues of gender and social equity. The expert consultants provided ongoing guidance and technical assistance in using and incorporating practical tools and approaches—provided by CEDPA—that integrate GSI into research, proposal preparation, policy and advocacy, and operational and institutional policies and procedures.

---


3. GSI Strategy Partners

*Star-Supported Institutions (SSIs).* The focus of work and level of capacity of the SSIs participating in this CB initiative varied. The SSIs represent a sampling of institutional actors who have benefited from MCH-STAR resources and technical guidance. They include practitioners at the grassroots level working directly with vulnerable populations; institutions that reach out across the country with training and accredited education in public health; and research and policy advocacy institutions that collaborate with central and local governments and civil society on issues of population, reproductive health, HIV/AIDS, and urban health. This variety of institutional partners has meant a diverse set of approaches and demands was required to meet the different technical and topical needs and capacities of each, which posed significant challenges in implementation.

**Public Health Foundation of India (PHFI).** The creation of PHFI was a response to redress the limited institutional capacity in India for strengthening training, research and policy development in the area of Public Health. PHFI is a public-private partnership that evolved through consultations with multiple constituencies, including Indian and international academia, state and central governments, multi- and bi-lateral agencies and civil society groups.

**Indian Institutes of Public Health (IIPH).** The IIPH is a country-wide network of health institutes which, *in collaboration with* the Public Health Foundation of India, delivers full-time postgraduate diplomas, and numerous short-term courses. The chief task of the IIPH is to educate and nurture public health professionals by providing quality training to graduates from different disciplines and in various public health domains, thus contributing to overall national health goals. Each IIPH works closely with state governments to conduct research relevant to the home state and surrounding regions. They aim to make education and research activities relevant in content and context to all of India, while attaining high global standards.

**Child in Need Institute (CINI).** Founded in 1974, the Child in Need Institute works primarily in the areas of maternal and child health in West Bengal and Jharkhand. CINI has many years of experience implementing programs with the health issues of the poorest rural and urban communities of primary consideration. CINI has also expanded its technical assistance to state government. Over the last decade, they have gradually moved towards a rights-based approach to their work. The CINI network operates from two primary offices, one in West Bengal and one in Jharkhand. Both received MCH-STAR support.

**Population Foundation of India (PFI).** The Population Foundation of India is a national non-government organization at the forefront of policy advocacy and research on population issues in the country. PFI collaborates with central, state and local government institutions for effective policy formulation and planning. It supports governmental and non-governmental organizations in programs that focus on reproductive and child health, family planning, adolescent reproductive and sexual health, HIV/AIDS and urban health. PFI reaches out to underserved areas in 20 states.

*Centre for Development and Population Activities (CEDPA).* Having vast experience in gender and social participation issues, CEDPA was uniquely positioned among the MCH-STAR consortium partners to address GSI principles and priorities within the operations of the SSIs. Under the guidance of senior technical advisors in gender and governance and reproductive health and the CEO of CEDPA India Society, CEDPA developed the GSI strategy for MCH-STAR and undertook its foundational role by:
providing the GSI framework to MCH-STAR;
• presenting the global and local contexts and imperatives for GSI work;
• offering technical assistance in GSI application;
• selecting and supporting the local GSI Experts; and
• developing tools for implementation and adaptation across the spectrum of SSI programming.

CEDPA also offered general guidance and feedback on the adaptation of the capacity-building approach and ‘next steps’ for the SSIs as needed. Opportunities and interest remain, within these institutional partners and others, to expand and deepen the reach and impact of MCH-STAR’s GSI strategy in India.

**Gender and Social Inclusion Expert Consultants.** Local gender and social inclusion experts Sreela Das Gupta (SDG) and Madhu Joshi (MJ) were “embedded” within the SSIs to provide targeted and practical technical assistance, including “on demand” TA, to achieve GSI integration in the activities of each SSI. This approach was both effective, as they were from the same culture, and cost effective compared to relying on bringing in international consultants. Over several months, they conducted in-depth workshops for staff of individual SSIs (CINI and PHFI) to familiarize them with GSI theory, principles, case studies, and to tailored CEDPA tool kits for effectively integrating GSI into the work of each appropriate staff unit. The GSI Experts provided mentoring in the application of social inclusion tools and principles for use in:

1. developing proposals;
2. designing, conducting and analyzing research;
3. engaging in advocacy campaigns; and
4. undertaking internal organizational policy reviews.

They provided guidance in applying GSI tools to current and future programs and activities relevant to each SSI.

### 4. Baseline Assessments

**CINI Baseline Assessment**

A baseline for GSI knowledge and practice was conducted with both the Jharkhand and West Bengal staff of CINI over three days in June 2011. The GSI Expert interviewed staff and key informants to determine the organization’s overall understanding and articulation of GSI issues; how much these principles are woven into research, programs and operations; and to what extent staff and leadership promote the value and principles of GSI to enhance their outreach and effectiveness.

CINI has years of experience in dealing with the issues of the poorest and most socially excluded communities. Their implementation emerges from a deep understanding and compassion towards these communities. Despite this, the baseline assessment revealed that they do not have a structural understanding nor policy integration of GSI issues as an organization. According to the GSI Expert,

> “While they want their projects to be ‘women-friendly’ they do not address the more deeply rooted gender and social exclusion norms... The social inclusion awareness they have at the community level is more by default, since their work with the poorest of the poor actually makes them work with socially excluded groups. CINI needs to put more thought, reflection and analysis to these processes both internally and externally.”
The GSI Expert used the baseline results to customize workshops and TA for specific guidance to CINI during the next several months. The baseline also served as a barometer for the GSI Expert and CEDPA to understand the high level of need and demand for technical assistance in GSI, and be able to craft tools to meet the needs of this type of audience. CINI required a fair degree of support from the GSI Expert as they came to understand the GSI approach’s utility and potential impact.

**PHFI Baseline Assessment**

In contrast to CINI’s open acceptance of the capacity-building opportunity afforded by MCH-STAR, PHFI’s senior leadership was only somewhat interested, and refused to have any baseline assessment activity conducted by MCH-STAR. This is perhaps due to PHFI’s own assessment of itself as a leading research organization already on par with international standards. It also has a loose managerial structure, and a competitive rather than cooperative work culture, that results in resistance to capacity building efforts. The sensitivity to conducting an assessment on such sensitive issues as GSI is understandable, but made it difficult to fulfill USAID’s request for data to document and substantiate the validity of the GSI approach. The Expert Consultant assigned to PHFI (MJ) did try to capture some knowledge and attitude changes through pre/post-testing of the various workshops held at PHFI and their affiliate body IIPH, but because participation was sporadic, with participants leaving prior to completion or very few participants at all, it was difficult to assess PHFI’s GSI capacity.

**PFI Assessment**

Though PFI staff was originally oriented to the GSI Strategy, theory and concepts in July 2011, MCH-STAR only entered into a MOU with PFI for GSI capacity building in early December of 2011. Delays were due in part to internal restructuring around the change of leadership at PFI, and also some mistrust and disbelief that MCH-STAR would be offering this kind of intensive, hands-on mentoring and TA at no cost to PFI, as well as resistance, similar to PHFI’s, in thinking of PFI as already at international standards in gender and equity issues. Once the leadership and staff were fully informed, PFI embraced the GSI capacity building opportunity.

A baseline assessment was conducted with nine staff as key informants. Because PFI targets women and marginalized groups in their work, there was some level of GSI awareness, but it was not measured systematically or purposively. When looking at policies and practices within PFI, staff recognized that there was room for improvement. They identified several specific projects and also some internal policies on which they wanted GSI support.

---

**5. Capacity Building (CB) in GSI**

**Components of GSI Capacity Building:**

Local GSI Experts provided “hands on” TA in GSI, according to the needs of the host organization. In addition, they implemented the following components of the GSI strategy:

- GSI theoretical orientations
- GSI tool kits
  - Gender & Socially Inclusive Proposal Development
  - Best Practices in Inclusive Research
  - Gender & Socially Inclusive Advocacy
Best Practices in Inclusive Monitoring & Evaluation

- Workshops on each GSI tool kit, tailored to each SSI
- Local Consultants, providing “hands on” TA in GSI

5.1.1. GSI Orientation for MCH-STAR
To address a gap in GSI knowledge and practice among MCH-STAR staff, the Senior Technical Advisor on Gender and Governance from CEDPA headquarters presented a technical update on the current Best Practices in Gender and Social Inclusion in MNCHN in New Delhi in May 2011. This orientation helped establish a solid working knowledge of GSI theory, issues, complexities, tools, and opportunities among MCH-STAR staff and provided a forum to discuss how to implement this CB initiative.

5.1.2. Orientation workshops for each SSI.
CEDPA’s “embedded capacity building” approach pivoted on the two local experts in GSI engaging all levels of staff at CINI West Bengal, CINI Jharkhand, PHFI/IIPH, and PFI in separate workshops, led by one expert facilitator at a time, or sometimes both. A list of workshops can be found in Annex 1. Objectives for the orientation workshops included:

- Introduce SSIs to MCH-STAR and CEDPA’s technical tools and GSI principles;
- Convey the overlapping dimensions and multi-sectoral relevance of a GSI Framework;
- Promote the incorporation of GSI awareness and approaches into research, advocacy efforts, proposal development, and beyond;
- Illustrate the importance of integrating GSI into development programs and operations, especially MNCHN programs, policies, and service delivery.

Process Assessment of Orientations

All SSIs

 dez Workshop participants highly rated the information and exercises, generally reporting that they understood the need to unpack issues of gender and exclusion during the planning phase of any initiative.
 dez The very popular, interactive session (Session 1) on “Personalizing Exclusion” offered participants direct and personal experience with the exclusive nature of normative behaviors.
 dez People reflected insightfully on how perspective matters to the outcomes of all development programs.

CINI

 dez According to the facilitator (SDG), the CINI workshops revealed that the teams had excellent on the ground understanding of their communities and program interventions; an accurate understanding of development issues; and a sensitivity towards vulnerable populations such as children in need, people living with HIV/AIDS and people with disabilities.
However, CINI staff found it difficult to disaggregate poor populations into caste, religious minorities, tribal groups, etc.; as well as grapple with the nuances of gender, especially in relation to sexuality.

“CINI is just waking up to the fact that GSI is a critical component of development and therefore they are taking advantage of any opportunity. This is the first time that a donor is very specifically focusing on GSI as an issue.” (SDG)

PHFI/IIPH

At PHFI, though the overall participation was enthusiastic and sincere, it needed to have a greater representation from PHFI staff and IIPH faculty members. As there were several parallel events and deadlines on that date, by the time the workshop ended only 14 out of the total 20 participants were remained and the senior faculty had left.

“From the nature of the participation and comments, I would draw the conclusion that most staff understands GSI as only gender. As we moved from one exercise to another, other facets of social exclusion and the concept of multiple exclusions became clearer for them.” (MJ)

PFI

Though the Population Foundation of India (PFI) entered the fold of capacity building late, the orientation workshop solidified their interest in MCH-STAR guidance and services, and inspired discussions on engaging an expert consultant from MCH-STAR in future.

5.1.3. Tool Kits for understanding and implementing GSI
The four different tool kits presented to the SSIs covered a variety of practical, analytical and skills-based topics critical to GSI in the areas of proposal development, research, and policy advocacy. A sampling of the range of tools:

- **Guidance** on policy analysis and advocacy with a gender sensitive and socially inclusive approach
- **Criteria** for evaluating proposals with respect to GSI principles
- **Checklists** for identifying women and disadvantaged groups in the research problem, and methods for including these groups at different stages of the research process
- **Guidelines** on how to promote meaningful engagement of women and marginalized groups in stakeholder meetings/discussions
- **Tip Sheets** on GSI indicators and disaggregating data by gender and social status

One important job of the GSI Experts was to make the tool presentation workshops interactive and applicable to the needs and capacities of the participants. With the group of SSIs representing a range of missions and experience, adaptation of the toolkits was essential to the success of the workshops. Different tools were emphasized and turned into exercises or practice sessions, with participants bringing with them actual research, proposals, or program materials. The tool kits themselves were a platform from which adaptation and manipulation were welcome. Meeting the call, the GSI Experts brought forward innovative and engaging uses for the material, for example, taking a Tip Sheet checklist and turning it into a quiz-like scoring and
assessment tool to examine the attention given to GSI in participants’ research projects and proposals. While successful adaptation is a subtle art, it is also critical to meaningful and sustainable capacity building.

In response to requests for more tools/tool kits, primarily from CINI, MCH-STAR developed toolkits for Program Implementation and Monitoring & Evaluation.

**Process Assessment of Tool Kits from all SSIs**

- Ensemble of tools (Proposal Writing, Research, Advocacy) was very well received and each one was deemed very useful on the evaluation scale.
- Checklist format was extremely popular.
- Having a resource guide for research tools would be helpful.
- Information and guidance on disaggregating data and gender statistics was noted as highly useful.
- More specific case studies were requested.
- Participants preferred simple, specific, relevant examples in the tool elaboration, over the theoretical, abstract and “bulky” academic style.
- Toolkits needed to be adapted and simplified by GSI Experts for presentation in the workshops.
- The language and terminology needs to be more accessible; sometimes it was at too high a level.

**5.1.4. Workshops on GSI Tools for Proposal Development, Research, and Advocacy.**

Fifteen GSI training workshops were held in total, each one tailored to a specific SSI. The workshops utilized case studies and existing SSI activities to frame the GSI subject matter. For example, PHFI’s own research projects and proposals were used to understand and test the tools presented in their workshop on proposal writing. Staff members representing various units attended sessions on GSI tools, divided by subject: proposal development, research, and policy advocacy.

**Process Assessment of Tool Workshops**

Participants from all SSIs cited the most beneficial aspects, including:

- Analysis of factors that lead to exclusion
- Importance of rolling out GSI priorities and protocols within the organization
- Unpacking GSI issues helped the team to think through programs and arrive at very focused strategies.
- Unanimously, staff asked for follow-up workshops to reinforce learning, as many have difficulty remembering the different workshops.
- Staff conveyed that they need to find more opportunities to test and apply the GSI tools in the workplace.
- Staff requested more practical hands-on modeling of exemplar standards, and more case studies where GSI has proven successful.

**5.1.5. TA by GSI Experts**

The guidance and expertise shared by the local GSI Experts was well received, well utilized, and staff from each SSI requested to continue to have access to their technical assistance. The knowledge, accessibility and
guidance of the local expertise were highly valued by staff that interacted with them. The SSIs requested further TA for the following subjects:

- Additional capacity-building support for fully incorporating the proposal, research and advocacy tools into SSI work
- Implementation of GSI principles for changes at the organizational level
- Case studies as concrete examples of GSI being integrated into research and proposals
- Integrating GSI tools in HIV/AIDS programs
- GSI integration at the project implementation phase, as well as for monitoring and evaluation
- More training, information and guidance on how to conduct gender budgeting

5.1.6. GSI Committees

**CINI**

After much deliberation on an initial intervention strategy, both Jharkhand and West Bengal teams decided to select members for a Gender and Social Inclusion Committee. The GSI Committee’s purpose is to help instill sustainability for integrating GSI into programs and policies as part of routine institutional practice. The GSI Committee received additional support and became an internal resource for GSI issues and queries within CINI. By June, the GSI Committee at CINI was institutionalized. The panel is composed of seven staff from the Kolkata office and five from the Jharkhand office. This was decided so that they could rotate responsibilities when required. This entirely in-house group serves as a source for implementation guidance and input and meets periodically to scrutinize current and future projects through a GSI lens. CINI senior management participated in an organizational policy review.

**PHFI**

PHFI designated a “nodal person” who was responsible for much of the communication and coordination between PHFI and MCH-STAR, the GSI Experts, and CEDPA. Following the final workshop and tool presentation in August 2011, PHFI staff members expressed a greater interest in organizing a formal Gender Committee within the organization. This body would serve as in-house gender “experts” to:

i) support PHFI and IIPH units on GSI issues and questions;

ii) promote an understanding of the linkages between the subjects of gender and social inclusion and current and future projects; and

iii) advocate for incorporating the elements of GSI at various levels within the organization, such as the research unit, the advocacy unit, and human resources.

A meeting between members of this body and the HR unit of IIPH/Delhi was planned to discuss GSI issues within the context of organizational policy in May 2012. As of the endline assessment in August 2012, there was no active GSI committee.

**PFI**

The PFI GSI committee was selected with a commitment to carry forward the initiative after the MCH-STAR capacity building support ends. PFI sought to have representation from all units, but some like the Health of Urban Poor Project were too busy to attend more than one meeting. The composition of the committee kept changing, thereby making it necessary to have multiple orientations.
5.1.7. SSI-Specific Activities and Developments from this Capacity-Building Approach

**CINI**

- With consultation from the GSI Expert, CINI’s organizational policies were examined and a “Gender Policy” is still under review. The development of a policy on Sexual Harassment in the Workplace, as required by law, also is underway.

- CINI is piloting a cross-cutting strategy, called the Child and Women Friendly Community (CWFC) Strategy, whereby it integrates activities in the areas of nutrition, healthcare, education and protection in particular geographical areas. The GSI Expert conducted an exercise with CINI reviewing this strategy through group work with a GSI lens. The results—an in-depth delineation of excluded groups and the identified barriers to inclusion—will be carried forward by CINI into further strategy development.

- **Successful bid for study with Save the Children.** Inspired by the GSI coaching made available to them, the CINI Jharkhand team successfully bid for conducting a baseline in a study on how gender relates to deprivation in Nalanda, Bihar, supported by Save the Children, India. The GSI Expert played an important role in encouraging CINI to apply and assisted them in using a GSI lens for developing the proposal. CINI put together a team that has taken the new task forward. Begun in September 2011, the project was for three months and expert support has been provided to CINI to develop the tools for the study through email and conference calls with team members. CINI sent the GSI Expert the final analysis and report prior to submission.

**PHFI**

- **Gender Training Module.** A key deliverable, requested by PHFI and highlighted in MCH-STAR’s MoU with PHFI/IIPH, is a module incorporating a GSI frame of analysis, for a course that is part of the Post-Graduate Diploma in Public Health Management. It has been observed that apart from medical training/educational background of Post Graduate Diploma in Public Health Management (PGDHM), participants may not have had exposure to GSI issues and responses. There is a need for participants to gain conceptual clarity on gender, sexuality and promotion of women’s agency, as well as that of socially excluded/marginalized groups, before moving on to understanding how these factors create barriers to access and reduce the quality of health services.

Collaborating with PHFI/IIPH, the GSI Expert was tasked with developing the basic module. *Gender and Social Inclusion in Public Health Management—A Training Module* seeks to strengthen the understanding of the issues and strategies for implementation. Though structured as a six-hour module, it could also be adapted for other workshops and sessions that PHFI/IIPH faculty and staff/partner institutes may like to conduct.

A sampling of PHFI and IIPH staff participated in a presentation and feedback session in early September on development of the module. The GSI Expert received input on content materials and resources from PHFI/IIPH, and then worked closely with the PHFI nodal person, CEDPA staff, and other GSI experts to finalize the module sessions and exercises. The module was then field tested and revised.
• Roll-out of the Gender Module and the newly-revised course offered through the IIPH will take place over 2012. PHFI shall distribute the copies of the module to the faculties and students enrolled in the IIPH program and provide the module training to its relevant partners in India and abroad.

• A sensitization workshop on GSI was conducted by the Expert Consultant and the Nodal Person for IIPH and PHFI Human Resources (HR) staff to assess familiarity with GSI concepts and practices for integrating these considerations in HR practices.

**PFI**

• **PFI Spitfire Training.** PFI and the Advance Family Planning (AFP) program are working together to increase the reproductive health advocacy capacity, especially on family planning, among selected groups active in Delhi, Bihar and Uttar Pradesh (UP). As part of the AFP-PFI collaboration, a series of trainings on the Spitfire SMARTCHART communication tool were planned for January-March, 2012. The initiative aims to strengthen the capacity of potential leaders from PFI and other organizations working on reproductive health to plan, develop and manage advocacy activities in their respective states and areas of work. PFI requested the GSI Expert to review and revise the Spitfire training materials to incorporate GSI considerations and priorities. She also co-facilitated a Training of Trainers. This was a great opportunity for PFI since advocacy is a major focus in PFI’s future work and strongly aligned to the five-year strategy. It was also a good opportunity for MCH-STAR to expand the reach of the GSI strategy to other USAID partners and local organizations working in FP/RH, as well as MNCHN.

• The GSI Expert provided TA to staff of PFI’s Community Monitoring project in Bihar to incorporate GSI in processes and tools. PFI is developing a half-day module with which to orient PFIs NGO partners on the project in GSI, so stepping down the mentoring to the next level.

• The GSI Expert introduced the M&E Toolkit to the M&E and Scale up units in April 2012.

• PFI requested TA in developing their 5-year Strategy paper, presented to their Board in May 2012.

• TA was provided to incorporate GSI into PFI’s Grant Making Strategy – including proposal assessment documents - thereby tailoring the GSI tools to meet PFI’s needs.

• TA was provided in developing GSI Human Resources and administration policies and processes, including internal policies such as Sexual Harassment.

• The GSI Expert provided TA to ensure GSI considerations are being included in PFI’s Detailed Implementation Plan for a Packard-funded project.

6. **Process Assessment of GSI Capacity-Building Approach**

The GSI Experts (supported by MCH-STAR staff) spent the last part of their assignments conducting an assessment survey among SSIs’ staff to determine the value and absorption of the GSI approach, tools, and TA. Because implementation was of a short duration and no time had elapsed since, changes in the knowledge, attitudes and practices of SSI staff were hard to measure. The most immediate results seemed to be the awareness of gaps and deficiencies within their own organizational structures, policies, and staff training.
From the assessment, CINI staff members believed that, while recognizing the need for further guidance and assimilation of GSI knowledge and tools, their work with the GSI Expert to create a Child and Women Friendly Communities (CWFC) policy should be their first step towards thoughtful and inclusive development in their project areas.

Both CINI and PHFI staff responded to the evaluation question: “What are two specific things would you do to improve GSI within your organization?” Answers included:

- Conduct follow-up training on GSI.
- Make attention to GSI a policy mandate, integrated into organizational structure, policy and programs.
- Have a GSI “go to” expert within the organization (or within a GSI committee).
- Integrate GSI into the monitoring and evaluation of programs – measure outcomes instead of processes.

From the assessment it became clear that the in-depth exploration of social exclusion that arose out of the workshops and the expert guidance stimulated interest in analyzing their own institution’s commitment to socially inclusive policies and procedures. Furthermore, the workshops stimulated more and deeper TA for subjects that came up in workshops, such as gender budgeting–subjects in which CEDPA has a comparative advantage in conducting further training.

Though MCH-STAR attempted to conduct an assessment with PHFI/IIPH staff and faculty, cooperation was very minimal and results, therefore, not sufficient to validate the GSI capacity building process with that institution.

New capacity-building method. The capacity building approach used here, specific to promoting GSI issues and imperatives, and specific to the context and institutions involved, reveals that a tailored and hands-on approach to knowledge sharing is key to uncovering unmet demand for solutions to social equity gaps. Several important lessons have been learned in developing and implementing this capacity-building approach.

- Using local “GSI Experts” was important for several reasons: they understand the socio-cultural barriers that need to be addressed under GSI because they live within the Indian context and speak the language; because they are indigenous, they blunt the backlash that GSI is a foreign concept being foisted onto India by outsiders; they could tailor the tools and modify the facilitation to the SSI staff needs and understanding.

- GSI Experts were carefully selected, using specific criteria: substantial education and work experience in gender and equity, on issues related to public health and MNCHN, and excellent facilitation, training and mentoring skills, among others. CEDPA considered it extremely important that they have strong communication and interpersonal skills, and the ability to work in a team setting with people of different backgrounds and points of view, and have a high degree of maturity, good judgment, negotiation and interpersonal skills. This was key to navigating the delicate and difficult relationships that MCH-STAR has with the SSIs, and the somewhat intrusive position of an “embedded” consultant.

- Toolkits designed for specific content and utility ensured that the GSI principles were easy to apply in SSI and MCH-STAR activities. Practical tools, such as checklists, meant that once staff was oriented to GSI principles, they didn’t have to put out a great deal of effort or time to ensure GSI considerations were being applied in their work.

- “Embedded” or “on-call” consultants available to SSI staff on a regular basis for necessary mentoring and coaching. As GSI was a very new concept for most staff, having an approachable, knowledgeable
expert readily available to ask questions, discuss issues, explore ideas and navigate application of tools, was a unique opportunity for staff development. Ideally, institutions could adapt this strategy for in-house SSI staff to provide sustainable GSI capacity building and expertise by hiring an expert or creating a GSI division.

⇒ Though the new model of having an on-call resource was useful, SSI staff still saw value in the “workshop” model of capacity building, specifically because one could focus on the subject matter without distraction and share ideas and learning with colleagues.

⇒ SSI staff felt that all staff in the organization should go through the GSI orientation, at a minimum, so that there would be a common understanding and support for implementation of GSI across the institution, especially at the highest levels of management.

⇒ Though a five-member GSI committee was formed in CINI, their capacity and confidence was not sufficient to take over implementation of GSI within the few months of this assessment. They all have other duties and could not give GSI implementation enough attention. More time and support from the GSI Expert to strengthen their skills is needed, as well as commitment from the institution and senior management, to give them the time to devote to both learning and applying the GSI approach and tools.

However, the process was not without challenges. Working initially with the Child in Need Institute (CINI) and the Public Health Foundation of India (PHFI), MCH-STAR and the expert consultants identified different opportunities and challenges to improving GSI capacity. CINI’s management was most open of the SSIs to the GSI approach, but the Jharkhand staff and the more junior staff were the most involved in the capacity-building process. PHFI senior staff and faculty were only peripherally involved in workshops, and some of the more senior faculty actively questioned the necessity of dealing with gender at all, or thought that social inclusion might be important, but not gender. These deep-seated biases resulted in less intensive application of tools and TA with PHFI. PFI was very late to engage in the process, due to internal changes in leadership, but once they underwent the orientation and clearly understood the mechanism for capacity building in GSI, they recognized the potential value added and invited MCH-STAR to provide them with this support.

Ultimately, this capacity-building approach could be replicated and utilized by Indian institutions and/or USAID across its programmatic portfolio to improve the reach and effectiveness of issues related to improving implementation of health and other initiatives.

7. Endline Assessment of GSI Capacity-Building Approach

While the immediate post-initiative assessment pointed to some important lessons, MCH-STAR decided to conduct a more systematic endline assessment in August 2012, after more time had elapsed. MCH-STAR interviewed SSI staff that had participated in at least one GSI capacity building activity. The structured interviews asked about tools, skills and knowledge acquired through the GSI capacity building, as well as participants' personal assessments of the strengths and weaknesses of the embedded consultant approach to capacity building. The interview guide can be found in Annex 2. Former employees were not asked questions about their organization, but were asked an additional question about whether the capacity building affected either their decision to seek a new job or their qualifications in applying for a job. This was considered
important, as one of the goals of the initiative was to strengthen the institutions in addition to building individual capacity.

**Participants**
Of the 30 participants interviewed, 21 were women and nine were men. Twelve were PHFI employees, eight were CINI employees, seven were PFI employees and three were former staff from one of the organizations who had left since the GSI capacity building initiative. Participants worked in programs, human resources, finance and management. The average time at their organization was just over four years, with a range of nine months to eleven years.

**GSI Content**

### 7.1.1. Organizational changes
Participants were asked whether they had noticed any change in the attention their organization pays to GSI since the GSI CB started. Out of 30, ten said that there had been no change, or that there had been a change, but it was initiated by senior management and the core team, and was not due to the GSI CB. Two said it was too early to tell whether there was any real change, and two did not respond.

The remaining 16 participants described some organizational change. A common response was that the organization had new policies related to gender, sexual harassment or HR (for example, on recruiting or interviewing potential staff). Some said that the policies already existed but now their quality has improved, or that now all staff have been made aware of their existence. One person commented that the organization was already GSI-oriented but now individuals are more aware of what they each can do.

**Relations and interactions between staff members** was another important area of change. One participant mentioned that her organization was very hierarchical, but that the workshops combined junior and senior staff and allowed them to work together on teams, which was a new experience. Others said that women within the organization are now treated with more respect, and there is more discussion of gender issues—although one participant suggested that the discussion was not always positive, but sometimes had a humorous or even mocking tone.

Participants described discussing GSI issues with partner organizations more than they had in the past, and collecting more sex-disaggregated data.

One person noted that there had been changes, but that program and administrative staff still needed more training.

One of the interviewers noted a lack of consistency in responses from one organization, in particular in relation to the existence of HR policies and practices, and wondered if all of the changes described have indeed taken place (or perhaps are planned). It is possible that policies are in place but that staff are unaware of them. However, one participant who was named by another participant as a member of the GSI core committee, said she did not know anything about that committee. Of particular concern, one participant said that disability was still grounds for dismissal at her organization. She said that she had mentioned this to the GSI Expert and it was supposed to be changed, but it had not been at the time of the interview.
7.1.2. Resources for GSI technical assistance

Interviewers asked, “Is there anyone or anywhere for you to seek GSI technical assistance?” and whether there had been any change since the CB. The interviewers probed to find out whether there were any internal or external resources, any protocols or mechanisms for seeking assistance, or any institutional policies to which they could refer. The purpose of these questions was to find out whether the CB led to any in-house expertise to follow on from the GSI Expert.

Nine participants either did not know of any resource or said there was no need for any. (“There are no biases here so there is no need for HR and Administrative staff to seek technical assistance in GSI.”)

Most of the remaining 21 participants described an informal process where they would consult colleagues or external individuals or groups, often through their own personal networks (often former colleagues). Some of those identified as internal GSI resources had participated in the CB, but all had prior GSI expertise as well.

At least two participants at CINI named each of the following as resources: Nupur Das Basu (who was not exposed to the CB), Indrani Bhattacharya (who was exposed), CINI Resource Center, the library, the gender committee and external consultants or organizations. CINI Jharkhand has a five-person gender committee that was formed with assistance from the GSI Expert, but the participant who spoke about them said that until the whole organization is oriented to GSI, most staff will not use the committee much.

PFI was the organization with the largest proportion saying they did not know of any internal resources. One participant spoke of a GSI committee with six members. She said it is not currently active because there is no real ownership of GSI and the organization is short-staffed, but she expects it to resume in the future. Most participants who mentioned any resource named external organizations such as CEDPA, NICIP, Sehat and Breakthrough. Staff members Alok Vanai and Sona Sharma, both of whom participated in the CB, were mentioned by one participant each. One participant described external resources where she could get assistance, but in a later question, saying that she wished the initiative had lasted longer, said, “Now when I get stuck I don’t have anyone.”

Several participants at PHFI mentioned a sexual harassment committee. Others mentioned Anjali Borhade (who participated in the CB), Dr. Raman (who did not participate), the Universal Health Group and the Centre for Health and Social Justice as resources.

Most respondents said there was little change in where they could get GSI technical assistance since the CB, but respondents at each organization said there had been some change brought about by the initiative. These changes included forming the GSI committee in CINI Jharkhand and PFI, improving the expertise of internal resources and providing them with tools, and generally making staff more aware of GSI issues and where they could access resources. One participant said, “Earlier we did not access it and now, as we are more aware of it, we get more help.”

7.1.3. Recommendations for organizational improvements

Participants were asked to give two specific things that could be done to improve GSI in their organization. Participants across all three organizations gave similar responses. These can be broadly grouped into two categories: those relating to organizational structure and policies, and those relating to programs.

Organization-level changes

The two changes participants suggested most often were:
1. Make staff more aware of existing policies (for example, in new employee induction, or through periodic refresher trainings for existing staff).

2. Provide GSI orientation or training to all staff, including HR and administrative staff.

Several people discussed the importance of top-level buy-in and political will to make changes, and one said that a GSI strategy was needed. Several participants said that recruitment and retention of women and minorities needed to be improved, particularly in senior leadership positions.

Four participants said they would recruit a dedicated GSI staff member, while another said one existing staff member in each office should be designated as a GSI point person, and be a member of a GSI committee. Several participants also said that they would promote sustainability of the GSI initiative through improved communication within the organization (for example, establishing a forum for regular discussion and engagement on GSI) and cross-learning between units or between point persons in different offices.

Some participants discussed the need to eliminate inequities between staff members, and to increase respect. Inequities described were not only between men and women, but also between junior and senior staff. For example, senior staff have flexible schedules and can work from home, but junior staff cannot. If men do not want to do a particular assignment, they can refuse, but women are not allowed to. Men get promoted faster. One participant said that she would create a more equitable paternity leave policy, and two said that they would provide better facilities for the disabled.

Program-level changes. Several participants said their organization’s staff needed capacity building or support for training partner organizations on GSI or on conducting GSI-sensitive research. Several others said there is a need to study whether increased awareness has any effect on programs, and to measure and document changes in GSI. Two said that all proposals should be vetted with a GSI lens, using the checklist.

Several comments related to tools: participants said the final version of tools should be disseminated to all staff, and that tools should be updated and disseminated regularly so people remain aware of them and use them.

7.1.4. GSI-related work

Participants were asked whether their work has a GSI focus, and whether there has been any change since the GSI capacity building initiative. Eight participants said their work had no GSI focus.

Twenty-two participants described how there was an element of GSI in one of the following.

- making and implementing organizational policies
- designing and implementing programs
- working with external partners

Organizational policies. Most participants whose GSI-related work was with organizational policies were in HR. Five spoke about recruiting organization staff or field-level staff. Three spoke about working with the sexual harassment policy or employee grievance procedures. One mentioned that her job included making sure that interviews and negotiations for salary and benefits for new employees were equitable for men and women. The one participant whose GSI-related work on organizational policies was not in HR spoke about being involved in strategic planning.
Programs and partners. Roughly half of those describing GSI-related job responsibilities worked on programs. Health programs were most commonly mentioned as being related to GSI, although many participants did not specify the types of programs they were implementing. Eight participants were involved in some sort of research, monitoring or evaluation, particularly community-based monitoring. Participants also mentioned a GSI element in program planning: identifying beneficiaries for programs, involving beneficiaries in planning and implementation, or writing proposals.

7.1.5. Change in GSI-related work

Among participants whose work involved GSI, approximately one-third said there had been no change since the capacity building initiative, or that the CB had no impact on their work. The remainder of participants were fairly equally divided into two groups: one group said that their work has had a greater GSI focus but that the CB initiative had little effect on it, or was one factor among many, while the other group attributed a change in the GSI focus of their work or their ability to do that work well to the CB initiative.

Those who said the CB had little effect either said that unrelated changes occurred that created the opportunity for a greater GSI focus in their work, or that the GSI CB helped, but the organization or the participant’s role has been evolving over time.

Those who attributed a change to the CB gave a range of responses:

- The organization was always conscious of gender but is now more aware of social inclusion.
- A greater awareness of GSI now has changed the participant’s attitudes and behaviors.
- The CB has improved the participant’s skills and ability to do GSI work.
- The CB led to substantial changes, such as evaluating the strategic plan with a GSI lens, using new templates, increasingly disaggregating data by sex, mentoring partner organizations on GSI, and changing interviewing procedures.

A particular concern of any capacity building initiative is that their increased capacity encourages people to seek a new job. Respondents were asked if they had received a promotion, gotten a new job, or if their work responsibilities had changed. Of the 20 people still at their organization who answered this question, half said no, there had been no change. (Of these ten, some were working on GSI before and after the CB.) Several others said there was a change unrelated to the CB.

Those who said they had a change related to GSI (though not necessarily caused by their participation) mostly described serving as a GSI resource to colleagues. One became a GSI point person and says that she attends workshops on GSI issues, but wishes she had more training.

Others said they use the tools introduced and assist colleagues who come for information or advice. One senior staff with previous GSI experience said she was training a more junior staff member. Another said her job now involves more policy and advocacy.
7.1.6. Former staff

Additionally, interviewers spoke to three former staff members, in hope of finding out whether the GSI CB had inspired them to look for a new job or had helped them qualify for the job. One former staff member now has a GSI position. She said that the GSI CB was one influence among several in her decision to pursue the job. Along with other training and experience in her career, it contributed to her qualifications for the job, but it was not the deciding factor in applying for the job or being hired. She described GSI CB instead as “a part of what adds up to what one works for and learns in life.”

The jobs of the other two former staff are not specific to GSI, nor was the GSI CB their motivation for seeking the job, but the participants said that elements of the GSI CB are applicable to their new jobs. One said she has brought a GSI lens to activities she undertakes, and has incorporated inclusion of vulnerable groups into reports she has written. The other is planning a project in which she will use the M&E tool.

GSI tools, knowledge and skills

7.1.7. Most useful GSI tools, knowledge and skills introduced

Participants were asked about the usefulness of the tools, knowledge and skills introduced by the CB in two separate questions. At the start they were asked which tools, knowledge or skills were most useful. Later in the interview, after talking about their GSI-related work, they were asked if they had used any of the skills, knowledge or tools in that work specifically. Responses to the earlier question included individual tools as well as broader ideas and concepts related to GSI, whereas responses to the later question tended to be much more specific and focus on tools rather than knowledge. In both questions, the most popular tool was the proposal development tool, mentioned by more than twice as many participants as any other tool.

Tools, knowledge and skills used for GSI-related work. Two participants said they did not use any tools, knowledge or skills, and four said that they had gained skills and knowledge but had not yet had a chance to put them into practice. An additional four did not respond, as their work was not GSI-related.

Six of the 24 participants who used any tools reported using the proposal development tool. Other tools used by more than one person were the proposal review tool, advocacy tool, M&E tool and GSI glossary. Other participants said they used templates (which probably include the tools above), or that they used the GSI Expert’s presentations to present GSI to partner organizations. Participants in program positions also reported using knowledge and skills about GSI to improve their recruitment of appropriate staff for field programs and in conducting community-based monitoring. Participants in administrative positions said they used their GSI knowledge for HR and organizational management, including developing policies on topics such as sexual harassment, HIV and flex time, and orienting new staff.

Tools, knowledge and skills considered useful. Seven participants were unable to name any useful tools, knowledge or skills, primarily because they had limited exposure to the GSI initiative (for example, attending only one workshop). Most other participants mentioned multiple tools, skills or concepts, with two saying “many” or “everything”. Several participants said that the orientation, and learning about gender or GSI mainstreaming, were particularly useful. One respondent said that the CB involved “things that we know but we never really implemented.”
Nearly half of the 23 participants who answered the question named at least one program development tool (proposal development tool (9 mentions); proposal review tool; concept note template). Approximately one third who answered the question described knowledge that helped them in program planning, such as how to address gender or social inclusion and apply it in their own programs, or how to include vulnerable groups in planning.

Another broad category of program-related tools and skills was those related to monitoring and data collection. Three participants each said they found the M&E tool or the research tool useful, while others cited learning how to do a survey with a GSI focus, community-level monitoring, exclusion analysis and the Power Walk, (a participatory exercise that stimulates personal understanding of gender and social exclusion).

The GSI glossary and the examples and stories used in the workshop were also considered useful. Three participants found the advocacy tool useful, and one mentioned scaling up.

Organizational tools mentioned were the organizational grading methodology and the organizational policy tool (by three participants each), along with the analysis of the strategic plan.

7.1.8. Least useful GSI tools, knowledge and skills introduced
Participants were asked what tools, knowledge or skills introduced were not useful. Two thirds said there was nothing that wasn’t useful.

Those who gave an answer tended to say that the content was not targeted well enough. Generally they said that it was too basic for some audiences, and spent too much time reviewing things they already knew. (In contrast, one participant said she thought the review was beneficial.) Some said that knowledge was too specific, or not relevant to certain groups, suggesting that the workshops should segment the participants. The other main complaint was that the information was too theoretical, and not applicable to their day-to-day work. Again, this in in contrast to a number of participants who said that one of the strengths of the CB was that it was very hands-on and applied (discussed further below). One respondent complained of the feminist agenda.

7.1.8.1. Gaps in GSI tools, knowledge and skills introduced
Most participants were asked if there was anything they wished had been included in the GSI CB. (It was one of the last questions, and some participants had limited time for the interview and so skipped this question.) Twenty-three participants answered this question, with five of them saying they did not think anything was missing.

Some participants said that it was not a problem of something missing, but that there was not sufficient time dedicated to each topic. They felt the workshops were rushed and covered too much for them to properly absorb the content.

The other principle gap was in how to integrate the knowledge and skills into their own work. Possible solutions suggested were to have more hands-on learning and field-level exposure, more locally-relevant tools and training methodologies (for example, for working with grassroots organizations or tribal populations), or examples of how other organizations have successfully implemented GSI.
Other suggestions were that the core committee should have met more, as they were responsible for institutionalization of GSI, once the consultant left; that there should have been more on proposal review and documentation; and that a useful tool would be an assessment to help participants understand their own attitudes related to GSI.

7.1.9. Useful non-GSI tools, knowledge and skills introduced
In addition to the GSI content of the CB initiative, the GSI Experts were expected to model behaviors such as facilitation and team building. Participants were asked, “Were there any tools, skills or knowledge, that you acquired through the capacity building activity but were not specific to gender and social inclusion, that you have used in your work?” Ten respondents either said no or gave no response.

Participants were not prompted when asked about GSI-specific tools or skills, but if they were unable to think of non-GSI skills, they were told, “Some examples might be mentoring, communication or facilitation skills, team building, or negotiating.” As such, responses to this question tended to focus on communication skills.

Nine participants (out of 20 answering) described improved facilitation skills—for example, learning how to foster teamwork and make group work more participatory and inclusive. One respondent said he learned “how to conduct participatory training in the true manner where each and everyone was involved in the discussion. This makes things interesting for all present including me, who has already attended two previous gender workshops.” Five said they learned to communicate better or more clearly by focusing on the relevant points or issues. Others improved their presentation skills, or their negotiation and partnership skills for working with NGOs and government agencies.

Six participants described changes in their own attitudes and perspectives and their confidence in carrying out various aspects of their jobs. Five people said they had improved their skills in organizational development and creating policies. Four people mentioned improved proposal skills, and one each mentioned analytical skills and documentation skills.

Capacity building approach
The MCH-STAR initiative used an innovative approach to capacity building, combining workshops with a consultant “embedded” in the organization over a period of months. This endline assessment aimed to understand how well the GSI initiative had succeeded at building GSI capacity in the three participating institutions, and also to better understand how the approach was perceived, and how it might be adapted as an approach to capacity building on any topic. Thus respondents were asked about what they thought was useful about the CB process and what they would have changed in general, and later they were specifically asked to compare the embedded consultant approach to other capacity building approaches they had experienced.

7.1.10. Strengths of CB process as delivered
Most of the respondents were enthusiastic about the atmosphere and manner in which the CB was provided, or the applied, hands-on approach, or both. Two respondents (including the one who complained about the “feminist agenda”) said there was nothing particularly useful about the way that the GSI CB was delivered.
Ten people described the CB initiative as participatory, interactive or collaborative, or appreciated the teamwork involved and the sense of ownership they had. Eight participants described the group or one-on-one interactions as inclusive, non-judgmental and relaxed. One said, “We felt like Sreela was one of us. I could understand what she was saying and also related to it. We could also communicate our thoughts and I was surprised that some of the male members also opened up to share anecdotes of their lives in the workshops.” The mixing of different levels of staff in groups and the workshops was noted as an unusual but welcome experience.

Nine participants said they found the hands-on approach useful, that they appreciated the “handholding” as they worked with the gender consultant and applied their learning to real situations. “She worked along with us and came into the depths of our program,” commented one participant. Six participants cited the relevant examples and stories from the workshops as useful aspects of the CB process. Five described the experience of applying the proposal tool to real proposals, and two grading their organization and reviewing their own policies with a GSI lens.

Several respondents said that the accessibility of the GSI Expert was important—both her physical presence (being on-site when needed) and the fact that she was flexible, patient and responsive. Two said that the presence of the GSI Expert ensured that the process was followed through to the conclusion, including a transition plan for after the departure of the gender consultant, and concrete deliverables such as the GSI module and tools. One participant said that having tools (as opposed to just increasing knowledge) was an important factor in gaining buy-in from senior leadership.

7.1.11. Weaknesses of CB process as delivered

While strengths cited were quite consistent, responses about what participants would change were more varied, although a number of responses clustered around the themes of time, and how people were selected to participate in the CB initiative.

The main comment about time—made by five people—was that the CB should have been of a longer duration. For five others, the issue was intensity, and they felt that more time should have been devoted to CB activities while the initiative was ongoing—more workshops, with more interaction and teamwork—or that the consultant should have been more available. Two said that the timing within the project cycle was important, and that the GSI CB should have started earlier in MCH-STAR, or that the GSI Expert should have been available to help them implement their action plans. One person mentioned that full-day workshops were too long, and that people will only attend for a few hours or half a day at most.

Everyone interviewed participated in the initiative at some level, but some had greater involvement than others, and many other staff members were not involved at all. Seven participants said that there should have been more participation—for example, by including more staff from each unit, other projects, other offices, or partners. The process for selecting participants was considered not inclusive or transparent enough. There was also a suggestion to segment participants according to their previous experience or their job responsibilities. Two people said there should have been an orientation. (One orientation was offered at each organization.)

Several participants said that there was a need to take GSI to the next level and that was not addressed. This included planning for turnover and follow-on when the consultant leaves, building the capacity of partner organizations and frontline health workers, cross-learning within the organization and with organizations that
Some participants brought up problems with tools and examples. There were no tools in local languages; they were only available in English. Tools were in draft form and many participants never got the final versions, or any summary documentation or reference materials that they felt would have been useful in their work. Examples provided were not relevant to the large tribal population in Jharkhand. One respondent said there was a problem in applying gender principles to social exclusion, because the root causes for castes being excluded are not the same as for gender. One woman suggested expanding the discussion of gender to include men, because some men are resistant to the usual emphasis on women.

7.1.12. Comparison with other capacity building approaches
MCH-STAR felt that the innovative approach could potentially be used to build capacity on other topics, and wanted to find out more about participants’ perceptions. In asking about the strengths and weaknesses, interviewers explained what the embedded consultant approach was, to ensure that everyone was assessing the same thing.

**Strengths**

Ten participants said they could not comment because they had no experience of the embedded consultant. Some of these worked in the CINI Kolkata office. The GSI Expert for CINI was on site in the Jharkhand office and available to the CINI Kolkata staff by phone, but the Kolkata staff did not contact her for technical assistance. Other participants were in an office with a GSI Expert but were unaware of it, and only had limited exposure to the GSI CB via one or two workshops.

The strengths mentioned were that the embedded consultant approach is responsive and appropriate for the organization’s needs; it provides the opportunity to reinforce new knowledge and skills over time and through the combination of workshops and one-to-one TA; and its participatory nature brings people together to learn from each other.

**Appropriate.** Participants felt that the presence of the consultant on site for an extended time ensured that the methods and objectives of the CB responded to the organization’s needs, and could be adapted as needed. Participants felt that working with the GSI Expert gave them the opportunity to use examples from their day-to-day work and provided practical hands-on learning in their own activities. The GSI Expert is available as needed and can provide immediate feedback. The presence of a consultant dedicated specifically to GSI also ensures that participants are able to act upon and apply their knowledge, and can help make sure that GSI is incorporated into all programs.

**Reinforcing over time.** Unlike individual workshops, the embedded consultant approach extends over months, and it occurs in the participant’s workplace. Participants said that this creates an opportunity to reinforce messages and skills over time, through small activities and discussions, not just formal training. This was considered to be an important feature particularly if the baseline level of knowledge is low, or if it is a difficult topic, as some consider GSI to be. Participants felt that a neutral external person can be objective and identify lacunas or point out problems that staff might not notice.
Two participants recommended the embedded consultant approach with reservations. The first said that the idea of the approach, using appropriate local mentors or trainers, is a good one, but it is not guaranteed to succeed; as executed here it did not have desired results. The other said that having a consultant to work with is great, but all stakeholders need clearly defined roles and deliverables.

**Weaknesses**

Six participants said there were no disadvantages to the embedded consultant approach when compared to other types of capacity building. Seven did not answer the question, and several gave responses that were not specific to the embedded consultant approach. Some of these are persistent problems for all capacity building initiatives, such as the difficulty in building institutional capacity with high staff turnover, or the difficulty in reaching all staff in a large, decentralized organization. Others were more specific, such as people being unwilling to attend full-day workshops, or lack of visual aids in presentations.

Fifteen participants identified disadvantages to the embedded consultant approach. While the responses varied, many broadly related to the time and commitment required. Participants noted that this approach requires a high level of commitment and participation from both sides, which might not be there. There also needs to be a plan for sustainability after the consultant leaves, or the capacity will be lost. Not only does it take a long time from start to finish compared to training, the lead time for planning and preparation may be longer. It also adds a burden of work to those participating as they apply their new skills and take on new responsibilities (and everyone has too much work already). The effectiveness of the approach may depend on when in the project cycle it takes place, because different opportunities to apply knowledge and skills exist at different times. If staff members do not consult the consultant, having her available on site may not be the most efficient use of her time and expertise. (In the GSI CB, keeping the GSI Experts busy seemed not to have been a problem.)

A potential problem mentioned was that the approach is very dependent on the personality of the consultant. The person said that in their case, the consultant was a good fit, but that might not always be the case. Another participant cautioned that some people might be used to more traditional capacity building and be uncomfortable with trying the new approach. One participant said that given the choice between only workshops and only an embedded consultant, workshops are better than working one-to-one with a consultant, because people learn better from each other, through working in teams.

**Recommendations for improvements**

Interviewers asked, “What recommendations would you make to an NGO or government agency on how to adapt this approach to capacity building for a future project?” Most respondents said they would recommend the embedded consultant approach combined with workshops for interactive group learning.

Nearly all responses related to planning the capacity building initiative rather than carrying it out: deciding what to do and how, and setting goals and objectives. An important first step would be to get high-level buy-in, as the initiative needs to be perceived as a priority in order to be valued by the staff. Participants spoke of assessing what the organization needs and what it can commit first, and then planning through a consultative process. Depending on this assessment, the capacity building might be delivered as it was here or it might be adapted. The duration and intensity should be sufficient to accomplish the goals and objectives (which some thought was not the case here). The consultants should be selected carefully to ensure that s/he is a good fit
with the needs and culture of the organization. The planning should include a transparent and objective process for selecting who participates. (This was considered a shortcoming in the GSI CB.)

Once the CB begins, knowledge and skills should be reinforced through cross-learning, follow-up workshops, refresher training, and sharing of resources. This should continue after the consultant leaves. A committee or working group of four or five people was suggested to ensure stability and institutionalization.

**Changes in non-work life**

Because gender and social inclusion encompasses more than workplace skills, MCH-STAR was interested to find out whether the capacity building had any effect on participants in beyond their work. The 14 participants who said the CB had an impact on their lives outside of work described three types of effects: changes in their own attitudes or beliefs, changes in their own behavior, and actions they took.

Some participants spoke about how they had become more aware of different perspectives, more aware of minority groups such as Muslims or people with disabilities, and more tolerant of differences. One participant said, “I had never thought about these things before. At least now I know what my stand would be. I was actually quite surprised by my responses—they do reflect that while you may claim to be educated on GSI, some situations would actually make you uncomfortable.”

Some participants said that they now feel more comfortable discussing GSI issues with colleagues, friends or family. Others said they feel more confident in general when dealing with other people, or more willing to ask people to make accommodations for others, such as for the disabled.

Several participants said they now challenge gender stereotypes when they encounter them. They spoke about convincing relatives or friends to look at issues differently. One gave the example of convincing her brother-in-law to educate his daughter instead of marrying her off. Others described getting their mother, mother in law, sons or husband to be more gender-sensitive. Other participants mentioned taking part in activities to increase understanding of Muslims. One non-Muslim spoke of organizing an Ifttar party in the office for the first time. A Muslim woman was inspired to help establish a chapter of the Muslim women’s movement Bharatiya Muslim Mahila Andolaan, which has gone on to hold deliberations about Muslim personal law and participate in national consultations providing Jharkhand perspectives. She has also become a staunch advocate for implementation of the Sachar committee report.

**8. Conclusions**

MCH-STAR’s Gender and Social Inclusion capacity-building work promotes the notion that programs can be more successful; research more accurate; and health resources, service delivery and institutions themselves, more equitable, when social inclusion principles and techniques are better understood and incorporated by institutions. GSI can be a real solution for many of the problems that India faces in providing health services for its entire people. It represents an approach to improved health delivery that is consistent with the Global Health Initiative in that it “seeks to achieve significant health improvements and foster sustainable effective, efficient and country-led public health programs that deliver essential health care.” Public health institutions taking up this approach can be in the vanguard for positive change.
Participants in the endline interviews were overwhelmingly positive about their experiences with the GSI CB. While most were able to identify specific shortcomings and offer suggestions for improvement, they generally described the GSI content and process in glowing terms, and expressed regret that it had not lasted longer or that they and other colleagues had not been able to participate more.

Most participants had some previous experience in participatory workshops and working with a technical advisor, but it seems that the combination of methods used and the duration of the initiative was particularly well suited to reinforcing and mainstreaming a potentially sensitive yet critical area such as GSI. As one participant said, “GSI is something that takes time – it is not a switch that you can turn on or off.” While most participants had at least some prior familiarity with GSI, they appreciated the degree of involvement that they as individuals and as an organization had in this initiative.

The primary complaint about the initiative was that it did not last long enough, and the second was that it did not include enough people. This indicates that there is a demand for GSI CB and that the participants valued the experience.

In terms of content, the most useful elements were knowledge about GSI mainstreaming and how to apply GSI concepts to particular programs or policies, and the tools. Program development tools—particularly the proposal tools—were most often cited as useful, but tools for needs assessment, monitoring, and evaluation were also widely used and valued. Having tools to take away with them and having practiced using them on their organization’s own programs or policies seemed to be an important factor in participants applying their new knowledge and skills. The tools may also increase sustainability of the CB initiative: if specific tools are institutionalized, their use will persist even if individual staff members leave. The tools also gave participants—and senior leadership, according to one interview—a sense that they were taking away something concrete and worthwhile from the CB.

The tools also reinforce the other most-valued element of the GSI content: knowledge on how to apply GSI concepts. A number of participants said the knowledge changed their perspectives or way of thinking, but it is not always easy to translate new knowledge into action. The tools facilitated this process, and enabled participants to continue to practice what they had learned, even without direct support from the GSI consultant. Nevertheless, some participants felt that the language of GSI is at too high a level for their partners. They felt comfortable using it with donors and international organizations, but had trouble translating it to their work at the field level.

MCH-STAR was piloting this approach to capacity building, and it took a different form in each organization, for multiple reasons. However, participants from all three organizations felt that the approach had some important strengths. Although many felt the CB was too short or not intensive enough, it was longer and more intensive than most on-the-job trainings. MPH or certificate courses may be longer and more intensive, but they are removed from the work environment. Participants do them instead of or in addition to their regular jobs. The embedded consultant approach integrates the learning and the job. As the CB was done on an organizational level, it was also more effective than individual training at building institutional capacity. It is normal not to retain everything one learns, but organizational capacity building meant that participants could call on one another as resources later. While only a few participants said that the CB had led to more internal resources on GSI, many spoke about an increasing awareness and willingness to discuss GSI issues, or other staff approaching them to ask for advice.
Many participants spoke of how inclusive, participatory and non-judgmental the activities were. The extended period of time over which the CB took place, as well as the consultant being on-call (and the individual consultants), contributed to this. These elements of capacity building are applicable to any topic.

MCH-STAR’s experience with the “embedded consultant” approach can be further developed as a model for meaningful support of a host of public health and development issues. The access and trust that evolved between expert, indigenous consultants and the staff of the SSIs point the way toward more successful capacity-building approaches. Time is required for institutions to build trust between one another and plan the capacity building through a consultative, and for participants to internalize what they’ve learned and apply it in a supported environment. Second, learning is institutionalized only when senior staff trust, participate and invest in the capacity-building approach.

The GSI CB initiative was implemented most thoroughly and with the fewest challenges at CINI, the smallest organization. One participant from PHFI said that, given PHFI’s size and scale, perhaps a more effective way to have rolled out GSI was through a project rather than trying to work through the entire organization. Others, however, saw the initiative as particularly benefitting large organizations: several participants from PHFI felt that cross-cutting opportunities like GSI are helpful in improving communication within a large organization such as theirs.

The GSI CB did not reach everyone in any of the participating SSIs, but it raised awareness and provided skills, knowledge and tools for the organizations to begin mainstreaming gender and social inclusion. But the extent to which that happens depends not only on the SSIs but also on donors. Interviewers did not ask directly whether participants thought the CB would lead to any meaningful, sustained change in their organization, but a number of participants in the endline interviews raised this topic. Their views were mixed, but they agreed that a sense of ownership and political will is needed to take GSI forward, and that the most likely way for this to happen is for it to be demanded by donors.

“Until senior management sees gender as a cash cow, i.e BMGF put out a big grant of which GSI is a large component, no one will put the energy within the institution to create the availability of GSI technical assistance.”

“Whether it be teaching, training or research, GSI only gets covered when donors ask for it... and it doesn’t come from the donors.”

USAID RFAs and RFPs already include a gender section and soon will include a disabilities section, but after the CB initiative, these organizations are ready to take GSI further. The greater the GSI capacity of USAID and other important donors, and the more they use versions of the tools introduced in the CB, the more likely these organizations are to mainstream gender and social inclusion and to institutionalize use of the tools.

MCH-STAR’s partners are poised to take the mantle of leadership for incorporating a GSI lens into public health work. However champions from philanthropies and public institutions that support civil society organizations working in India must place value on gender and social inclusion in order for these organizations to develop a GSI work culture. Public health champions at CINI, PHFI/IIPH and PFI may not be able to sustain GSI considerations and practices if there is no encouragement from donors to support it. The time has come for government and donors to respond to the needs of the most vulnerable, marginalized women and populations, by utilizing this approach to ensure equity in health care and beyond.
## Annexure 1: GSI Workshops conducted June – September 2011

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workshop</th>
<th>SSI</th>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Dates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GSI Orientation</td>
<td>CINI Jharkhand</td>
<td>40 (Full staff)</td>
<td>21 June</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSI in Research</td>
<td>CINI Jharkhand</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>24 June</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSI Orientation</td>
<td>PHFI</td>
<td>20 (only 14 completed the session)</td>
<td>4 July</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSI Orientation</td>
<td>CINI West Bengal</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>18 July</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSI in Research</td>
<td>CINI West Bengal</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>19 July</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSI in Proposals</td>
<td>CINI West Bengal &amp; Jharkhand</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20 July</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSI Orientation</td>
<td>PFI</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>27 July</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSI in Advocacy</td>
<td>CINI Jharkhand</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3 August</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSI in Advocacy</td>
<td>CINI West Bengal</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5 August</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSI in Research and Proposal Development</td>
<td>PHFI and IIPH</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>23 August</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSI in Advocacy</td>
<td>PHFI and IIPH</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>30 August</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSI Module presentation</td>
<td>PHFI and IIPH</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9 September</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orientation on GSI and introduction to tools</td>
<td>PFI</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1 February 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposal tool and review of Grant making document</td>
<td>PFI</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9 February</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSI orientation for HR and Admin staff</td>
<td>PFI</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>16 February</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Annexure 2: GSI Endline Evaluation – Interview with SSI Staff

1. When did you start working at [organization]?

CAPACITY BUILDING ACTIVITIES AND TOOLS

2. Over the past [year or appropriate time frame], you participated in some gender and social inclusion capacity building activities. Is that correct? As part of this initiative, were you introduced to any GSI tools, skills or knowledge that you found particularly useful?
   - If no, move on.
   - If not sure, don’t prompt (if they can’t remember, it probably wasn’t that useful), but tell them they can come back and answer later

3. Were there any GSI tools, skills or knowledge introduced that you think were not useful?
   - If no, move on.
   - If not sure, don’t prompt (if they can’t remember, it probably wasn’t that useful), but tell them they can come back and answer later

4. Were there any tools, skills or knowledge, that you acquired through the capacity building activity but were not specific to gender and social inclusion, that you have used in your work?
   - If interview doesn’t respond, or asks for more clarification:
     - Some examples might be mentoring, facilitation skills, communication or facilitation skills, team building, or negotiating. Do you feel that you developed any of these skills through the GSI capacity building? Have you since used them in your work?
     - Probe for what, how used, and when
     - What specific skills or knowledge did you use? Can you describe the situation? When did that take place?

5. Was there anything about the way that the capacity building/GSI support was provided that you found particularly useful?

6. Was there anything about the way that the capacity building/GSI support was provided that you would have changed?

GENDER AND SOCIAL INCLUSION CONTENT

7. A. Is there anyone or anywhere for you to seek GSI technical assistance?
   - If yes:
     - How do you access the technical assistance? Is there a specific mechanism or protocol?
   - If not sure:
Are there any specific designated staff, or a staff or consultant directory of GSI experts? Are there any publicly available resources or policies?

- If no
  - Why do you think that is the case?

8. **A.** Does your work include any activities with a GSI element or focus?
   - If yes
     - What are some of the specific activities?

8. **B.** Over the past year [or appropriate interval], has this been the case, or has anything changed over the past year?

9. **If response to 8A is “yes”:** Did you use any tools, knowledge or skills introduced in the capacity building activities or by the GSI Advisor in this work?
   - If yes, probe for specific tools, knowledge, skills
     - Can you describe the situation?
     - What were the specific tools or knowledge or skills you used?

10. **Over the last year [time interval since before this initiative],** have you noticed any change in the attention your organization pays to GSI?
    - If “yes,”
      - What changes have you noticed?
      - When did that happen?
      - Who initiated the change?

11. What are two specific things you would you do to improve GSI within your organization?
    - If yes:
      - How would achieve these activities?

**CAPACITY BUILDING APPROACH**

The GSI capacity building used the approach of having resident advisor at your organization for a number of months. Thinking about other training or capacity building activities you have participated in during your career, could you tell me what you think are the advantages and disadvantages of this approach?

12. **Advantages**

13. **Disadvantages**
14. What recommendations would you make to an NGO or government agency on how to adapt this approach to capacity building for a future project?

REFLECTIONS

Ask these questions if the participant seems interested and responsive, or the topics come up in the conversation. Do not ask if the participant seems impatient or rushed.

15. Were there any GSI tools, skills or knowledge that you wish had been included?
   ➢ Don’t prompt, but if the participant has already mentioned something, you can remind them

16. In the past year, did you receive a promotion or get a new job, or have your work responsibilities changed?
   ➢ If yes:
     ▪ How did your responsibilities change? What do you do now that you didn’t do before?
     ▪ Do your new responsibilities include GSI?
     ▪ Do you feel better able to carry out the new responsibilities as a result of the GSI capacity building?
     Do your colleagues or bosses consider you more qualified as a result of the GSI capacity building?

17. Has your participation in the GSI capacity building initiative contributed to other changes in your work or non-work life? For example, have you applied any new knowledge or values to other situations?
   ➢ If yes:
     ▪ Can you tell me more about the situation? What knowledge or values did you apply?
Annexure 3: GSI Endline Evaluation – Interviews with FORMER SSI Staff

CAPACITY BUILDING ACTIVITIES AND TOOLS

1. Over the past [year or appropriate time frame], you participated in some gender and social inclusion capacity building activities. Is that correct? As part of this initiative, were you introduced to any GSI tools, skills or knowledge that you found particularly useful?
   - If no, move on.
   - If not sure, don’t prompt (if they can’t remember, it probably wasn’t that useful), but tell them they can come back and answer later

2. Were there any GSI tools, skills or knowledge introduced that you think were not useful?
   - If no, move on.
   - If not sure, don’t prompt (if they can’t remember, it probably wasn’t that useful), but tell them they can come back and answer later

3. Were there any tools, skills or knowledge, that you acquired through the capacity building activity but were not specific to gender and social inclusion, that you have used in your work?
   - If interview doesn’t respond, or asks for more clarification:
     - Some examples might be mentoring, facilitation skills, communication or facilitation skills, team building, or negotiating. Do you feel that you developed any of these skills through the GSI capacity building? Have you since used them in your work?
   - Probe for what, how used, and when
     - What specific skills or knowledge did you use?
     - Can you describe the situation?
     - When did that take place?

4. Was there anything about the way that the capacity building/GSI support was provided that you found particularly useful?

5. Was there anything about the way that the capacity building/GSI support was provided that you would have changed?

6. Did any of the tools, skills or knowledge you were exposed to in the capacity building affect your decision to seek a new job, or help you get the job you have now?
   - If not sure
     - Did your professional interests change as a result of the GSI initiative?
     - Do your new responsibilities include GSI?
In your new job, have you used any tools or skills from the GSI capacity building initiative?  
*(Can mention list of skills in Q3)*

**GENDER AND SOCIAL INCLUSION CONTENT**

7. A. Does your work include any activities with a GSI element/focus?  
   - If yes,  
     - What are some of the specific activities?

B. Over the past year *[or appropriate interval]*, has this been the case, or has anything changed over the past year?

8. If response to 8A is “yes”: Did you use any tools, knowledge or skills introduced in the capacity building activities or by the GSI Advisor in this work?  
   - If yes, probe for specific tools, knowledge, skills  
     - Can you describe the situation?  
     - What were the specific tools or knowledge or skills you used?

**CAPACITY BUILDING APPROACH**

The GSI capacity building used the approach of having resident advisor at your organization for a number of months. Thinking about other training or capacity building activities you have participated in during your career, could you tell me what you think are the advantages and disadvantages of this approach?

9. Advantages

10. Disadvantages

11. What recommendations would you make to an NGO or government agency on how to adapt this approach to capacity building for a future project?

**REFLECTIONS**

Ask these questions if the participant seems interested and responsive, or the topics come up in the conversation. Do not ask if the participant seems impatient or rushed.

12. Were there any GSI tools, skills or knowledge that you wish had been included?  
   - Don’t prompt, but if the participant has already mentioned something, you can remind them
13. Has your participation in the GSI capacity building initiative contributed to other changes in your work or non-work life? For example, have you applied any new knowledge or values to other situations?
   - If yes:
     - Can you tell me more about the situation? What knowledge or values did you apply?